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Abstract

A mode-constrained corpus-based synthesis strategy was
developed for fundamental frequency (F0) contours of
Japanese sentences. In the training phase, the relationship
between linguistic factors and the command values
(amplitudes and locations) of F0 contour generation process
model was learned for a prediction module; a neural network
in the current paper. Input parameters consist of linguistic
information related to accentual phrases that can be
automatically driven from text, such as the position of the
accentual phrase in the utterance, number of morae, accent
type, and morphological information. In the synthesis phase,
the prediction module is used to generate command values of
the model. The synthesis method was also realized based on
multiple linear regression analysis to examine how each input
parameter contributes to the F0 contour generation. The use of
the parametric model restricts the degrees of freedom of the
mapping between linguistic and prosodic features, and thus
enables to generate appropriate values even with limited
training data. Experimental results showed that the method
could generate F0 contours quite close to those by the rule-
based method.

1. Introduction

Recently, synthetic speech quality from text-to-speech (TTS)
conversion systems showed a large improvement by
incorporating corpus-based synthesis methods. However, the
improvement is mainly on the segmental aspect of speech, but
not on the prosodic aspect. Although there already reported
several corpus-based generation of prosodic features, their
quality still could not surpass those generated using rules
arranged carefully by experts. One of the major drawbacks
of the corpus-based methods will be the necessity of a large-
scale training corpus. Especially, in the case of prosody, the
training corpus should have prosodic labels, and it is not the
case for most speech corpuses currently available.

One possible and effective way to solve this problem is to
introduce several constraints to the corpus-based methods.
Especially, for F0 contours, we already have some knowledge
on how they appear in actual utterances. The knowledge can
be utilized as constraints. Here, we adopted the F0 contour
generation process model (henceforth, F0 model) [1] as the
constraints [2].

The F0 contour model assumes two types of commands,
phrase and accent commands, as model inputs. Since these
commands have a good correspondence with linguistic (and
para-/non-linguistic) factors of speech, the F0 model has a
major advantage than other models when utilized for the rule-
based F0 contour synthesis. Actually, it is first adopted in our

Japanese TTS conversion system [3, 4], and then further
adopted in a number of TTS systems.

A major problem for the rule-based synthesis will be that
the linguistic factors necessary for the synthesis (such as
syntactic structures) cannot easily be obtainable through input
text analysis. By introducing stochastic framework through
corpus-based synthesis technique, we can relate model
commands with shallow-level linguistic information of input
texts (such as parts-of-speech).

When the F0 model is adopted in the corpus-based
synthesis, outputs of the prediction module are positions and
amplitudes of each model command. When compared to
directly generating F0 values, the number of outputs is largely
reduced and, therefore, the request to the corpus size is
mitigated. Although, in the current method, the F0 model is
simply utilized as the constraints, further constrains, such as
timing relationship between commands and upper limitations
in command amplitudes, are possible. These may facilitate
the training process and prevent to generate un-natural F0

contours.
The F0-model was already introduced in corpus-based F0

contour synthesis works [5, 6], but they require input
parameters to the prediction module not easily be obtainable
from the text.

In the previous report [2], we presented the basic features
of the method when neural networks and binary regression
tree were utilized as the prediction module. Current report
includes extended results for neural networks together with
results when a module based on multiple regression analysis
was used. The version based on multiple regression analysis
was planned to investigate how each input parameters relate
to the performance on F0 model command prediction.

2. F0 model and parametric representation of
F0 contours

The F0 model is a command-response model that describes F0

contours in logarithmic scale as the superposition of phrase
and accent components [1]. The phrase component is
generated by a second-order, critically-damped linear filter in
response to an impulse called phrase command, and the
accent component is generated by another second-order,
critically-damped linear filter in response to a step function
called accent command. The F0 model is given by the
following equation:

(1)

In the equation above, Gpi(t) and Gaj(t) represent phrase and
accent components, respectively. F0min is the bias level, i is
the number of phrase commands, j is the number of accent
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commands, Api is the magnitude of the ith phrase command,
Aaj is the amplitude of the jth accent command, T0i is the time
of the ith phrase command, T1j is the onset time of the jth
accent command, and T2j is the reset time of the jth accent
command. The F0 model also makes use of other parameters
(time constants �i and �j) to express functions Gpi and Gaj,
but, in the current experiments, they are respectively fixed at
3.0 s-1 and 15.0 s-1 based on the former F0 contour analysis
results.

3. Input and output parameters

The input parameters to the prediction module should be
consisted of information that can be automatically extracted
from input texts. When the F0 model is adopted, the predictor
estimates the model commands for each of accent phrases.
Therefore, the input parameters are better to be related only to
accentual phrases.

In the attempt to predict the F0 model parameters using
multiple sprit regression analysis [3], a complex set of
parameters specific to the phrase and accent commands, such
as accent types, parts of speech, number of morae, relative
positions, number of preceding accented accentual phrases,
and presence/absence of punctuation marks. However, it also
uses the distance to the directly modified syntactic unit, which
is difficult to be obtained automatically by the text analysis.

In the proposed method, we modify the set of input
parameters above as shown in Table 1. In the table, position
of the accentual phrase refers to its position in the sentence.
Mora is a rhythmic unit in Japanese similar to a syllable, and
the accent type classification is based on the position of the
mora containing an F0 downfall (accent nucleus). An
accentual phrase is of type 1 when the accent nucleus is
located on the first mora, and so on. An accentual phrase that
does not contain an accent nucleus is classified as type 0. An
accentual phrase usually consists of one or more words. A
word can be classified according to its part-of-speech, and
some part-of-speech classes admit multiple conjugation forms.
We select as input features the part-of-speech class and
conjugation of the first and last words of the accentual phrase,
which can be considered the most relevant. The part-of-
speech has 21 categories as shown in Table 2. (If “symbol
and others” is counted, 22 categories.)

Table 1: Accentual phrase features used as input parameters
for the predictor.

Input parameters Number of Category

No. of morae 15

Accent type 9

No. of words 8

Part-of-speech of first word 21

Conjugation of first word 7

Part-of-speech of last word 21

Conjugation of last word 7

Therefore, the main differences from [3] are the inclusion
of conjugation form and the exclusion of high-level syntactic

information. In addition, in order to compatibilize the use of
a small training corpus, the history information is represented
solely by the position of the accentual phrase within the
utterance. When a recurrent neural network is used as the
prediction module, the mutual influence of neighboring
accentual phrases is modeled by its feedback loop.

Table 2: Part-of-speech categories.

Part-of-speech # Part-of-speech #

Symbol and others 0 Particle(III) 11

Adjective 1 Particle(IV) 12

Noun 2 Suffix 13

Numeral 3 Prefix 14

Adverb 4 Complementary verb 15

Attributive 5 Adjectival name 16

Conjunction 6 Main verb 17

Interjection(I) 7 Interjection(II) 18

Auxiliary verb 8 Particle(V) 19

Particle(I) 9 Particle(VI) 20

Particle(II) 10 Particle(VII) 21

The output parameters to be predicted are listed in Table 3.
The indices i and j of equation (1) are eliminated from the
notation, since the prediction occurs individually for each
phrase command and accent command. In the table, T0off is
the offset of T0 with respect to the segmental beginning of the
accentual phrase. T1off and T2off are respectively offsets of T1

and T2 with respect to segmental anchor points, which are
respectively defined as the beginning of the first high mora
for T1, and the end of the mora containing the accent nucleus
for T2. The first high mora of the accentual phrase is either
the first mora for accentual phrases of type 1 accent, or the
second mora for accentual phrases of other accent types. The
phrase command flag (PF) is a binary flag (1 or 0) to indicate
existence/absence of a phrase command at the beginning of
the accentual phrase. Since the original PF value from the
predicting module is continuous, it is modified to the binary
value by comparing with a threshold. In the current
experiments, it was set so that the number of insertion errors
is equal to that of deletion errors. Ap and T0off are estimated
only when PF=1.

Table 3: Output parameters from the predictor.

Output parameters Symbol

Accent command amplitude Aa

Offset of T0 T0off

Offset of T0 T1off

Offset of T0 T2off

Phrase command flag PF

The main difference of the output parameters from [3] is
the inclusion of the timing parameters (T0off, T1off, and T2off)
and the phrase command flag.
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4. Prediction modules

4.1. Neural network

The use of neural networks in prosodic modeling has been
reported in [7, 8], but those methods do not make use of a
model to limit the degrees of freedom of the problem. Another
difference is that they are syllable-based, and additional care
must be taken in order to account for the continuity of F0

contours. In our modeling, the continuity and basic shape of
F0 contours are ensured by the F0 model.

In this work, three types of neural network structures are
examined: the multi-layer perceptron (MLP), Jordan (a
structure having feedbacks from output elements), and Elman
(a structure having feedbacks from hidden elements). Figure 1
schematically illustrates these neural net structures. The latter
two neural network were tested in order to account for the
mutual influence of neighboring accentual phrases. All
structures have a single hidden layer containing either 10 or
20 elements. For the experiments, we utilized the SNNS
neural network simulation software [9].

Figure 1: Structures of neural networks:
(a) Jordan, (b) Elman and (c) MLP.

4.2. Multiple regression analysis

Although neural networks provide good solution for problems
involving strong non-linearity (therefore, complex
relationship) between input and output parameters, it is
difficult to get an idea on how each input parameter
contribute to estimate output parameters. In order to get the
idea, we also implemented the prediction module base on the
multiple linear regression analysis.

5. Experiments

5.1. Prosodic corpus

The prosodic corpus used for the experiments contains 486
sentence utterances by male speaker MHT extracted from
ATR's continuous speech database. It was divided into three
parts: 388 sentences (2803 accent phrases) used as training
data, 48 sentences (262 accent phrases) used as test data, and
50 sentences used as validation data (not used for multiple
linear regression analysis). The command values for the

training data were derived from J-ToBI labels attached to the
corpus already. First, timing parameters were estimated using
J-ToBI labels as suggested in [10], and, then, the analysis-by-
synthesis process was carried out for F0 contours extracted
form the speech waveform. The value of F0min is fixed at
51.0 Hz.

The division into accentual phrases, as well as the
information related to accent types are also derived from J-
ToBI labels. The information regarding morphological
analysis (part-of-speech and conjugation) is extracted from
the original ATR database, and mora boundaries are obtained
from the original phoneme boundaries using simple rules.

5.2. F0 contour synthesis results

The results of F0 contour prediction on the test data are shown
in Table 4 for neural networks. The MSE indicates the
average squared difference in logarithmic scale between the
synthesized F0 contour and the extracted contour from natural
speech, calculated over voiced segments. Although the best
result was obtained for Elman-10, it should be noted that the
performance is strongly related to the size of training data.
Rather good results for MLP may indicate the size is not
enough for Elman neural network. Figure 2 shows the
synthesized F0 contour for “doroboudemo haiQtakato iQshuN
bokuwa omoQta (For a moment, I thought a burglar broke
in.)” by Elman-10.

Table 4: Mean square errors of F0 contours generated using
command parameters predicted by neural networks.

Neural network

configuration

No. of elements

in hidden layer

MSE

MLP 10 0.218

MLP 20 0.217

Jordan 10 0.220

Jordan 20 0.215

Elman 10 0.214

Elman 20 0.232

The MSE value for the multiple linear regression analysis is
0.244, slightly larger than the case of neural networks. Figure
3 shows the mean and coefficients (scores) for Ap prediction.
It is clear from the figure that Ap increases as the number of
morae increases. The multiple correlation coefficients are not
so high (around 0.5) for all the output parameters, indicating
the necessity of additional input parameters.

In order to compare the quality of F0 contours synthesized
by the proposed corpus-based methods with those obtained by
our rule-based method [4], we first manually generated
prosodic symbols for the test data according to the rules in [4].
Then, from the prosodic symbols, F0 contours were generated
using the F0 model. Using the same values for �, �, and
F0min, the MSE of 0.222 was obtained.
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Figure 2: Example of F0 contour synthesis by Elman-10
neural network.

Figure 3: Mean and coefficients (scores) for Ap estimation.
The first bar at the left hand side indicates the mean value.

5.3. Listening test

A listening test was carried out using synthetic speech
obtained through the LMA filter-based analysis-resynthesis
process for natural speech. During the process, F0 contours
were substituted to those generated by the proposed corpus-
based methods and the rule-based method. A paired
comparison test was conducted for Japanese subjects; they
were asked to evaluate which one of two stimuli has natural
prosody in 5-rank scoring. When two stimuli were from the
predictor based on multiple linear regression analysis and
from the rule-based synthesizer, the former was evaluated as
very low quality for 8 sentences out of 48 test sentences.
From this result and the result in section 5.2, we can
conclude; Although the prediction is not successful for
several cases, the average performance of the proposed
methods is competitive to the rule-based method.

6. Conclusion

We presented corpus-based F0 contour synthesis methods
under the F0 model constraints. As for the prediction
modules, neural networks and a module based on multiple
linear regression analysis were tested. Based on the results of
F0 contour synthesis experiments and listening experiments, it
was shown that, in most cases, the proposed method could
generate natural F0 contour even with limited training data.
Compared to the rule-based methods, the proposed approach
enables easier construction of high-quality F0 contour
synthesis. The proposed methods assume that the accent
phrase boundaries are obtainable beforehand. We are now
constructing a predictor to detect the boundaries
automatically from input texts.

The F0 model constraint can prevent the predictor
generating noisy F0 movements, but it may also suppress
minor prosodic events, such as F0 movements known as
micro-prosody. This tradeoff should be taken into account for
the future study.
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